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wednesday, december 31, 2008

rendered non-existence because of my

small claim suit

It's been 28 days since I filed the civil suit against K, and there has been

no answer filed at all despite the approach of dead line. What's going on?

Let me offer a hypothesis.

The restraining order K filed against me has done its wonder. K's team's

visits to my sites have done their wonder. No answer in fact will ever be

filed, because my suit against K has been secretly dismissed. Using my

blog posts, my website, and the videos of my making portraits on my

site, K's team has probably had an ex-parte communication with the

court, saying the suit was definitely intended to harass, and secondly

that I have demonstrated myself to be completely delusional by naming

her as an "informant for the authority". The judge would very likely have

accepted the argument, and ruled that a delusional individual like me

must not be allowed to harass another person through the court system,

and that K be thus relieved of the burden of responding. The whole

matter is of course to be kept in absolute secret from me. Let's see what

happens when I go file a default judgment after the deadline is up and

no response is filed.

I just returned from the process server CC to pay him to serve a set of

interrogatories etc for my suit. He was about to burst into laughter when

he saw me. He has definitely already been alerted by the authority that

this person who kept paying him to serve papers is a very delusional

individual who is fond of using the court system to act out his delusion

and now also to harass another poor innocent woman. It just sounds too

comical for him.

If this is the case, then the previous hypothesis of K's team being about

to counter-sue me to get my site off the net and to forbid me from

drawing her portraits in the future would be nullified. After I moved the

original blog to this new place so that K's team will no longer have

access to it, Rolf and most likely Alexis have been googling "L... C h i n

and K..." to arrive at my video site instead. Why? They are trying to
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come up with evidence that I intended to link my name to K's as a

function of my "obsession". I thought they were looking for this evidence

in order to counter-sue, but it's now likely that they are simply going to

offer this to the judge ex-parte as "evidence" for my intention to harrass,

so that the judge would rule that my suit be secretly dismissed without

my having a chance to respond. All the personnel, including the judges,

at the PSDN court have of course also been alerted about me as a

"delusional individual attempting to harass" in order to make them

prejudicial against me, so that I'll be deprived of credibility before any

process even begins. In this way the authority (the Hidden Authority in

fact) has deprived me of the right to file suit. I have now been cut off

even from the judicial system and left without means to ever raise my

voice again in this society. I'll probably never be able to file suit against

any entity in the future.

The real purpose of K's team in visiting this blog would then be to pass

the most damaging portions of it to the authority for the latter to

circulate them among the judicial system and the population in order to

make a laughing stock out of me.

I have in fact no trouble coming my way. I'll simply be secretly ignored

by the court system while the authority ciruclates another round of alert

about me as a "delusional individual" -- a slander, in fact -- within the

judical system -- now going beyond the attorneys to include even all the

process servers. I have been made a laughing stock among all the

judges, attorneys, and process servers in the country. No one among

these will ever take my suit or any legal procedures on my part seriously

from now on. I'll forever be petitioning a system that doesn't respond,

chasing a reality that quickly disappears as soon as I start chasing it. My

last connection with society has been broken. I'm "in" this society but not

"of" any part of it.

The dirtiest trick to trample on a completely helpless person -- I'm now

definitely the most helpless person in this society, without any legal

means whatsoever to defend myself against others' aggression and

slander.

The good news is that, in order to make me look like a total nuthead, the

authority (the Hidden Authority) has probably erased from records all the

false reports filed against me in the past. Also, since I'll simply be

secretly ignored from now on, there's no need for me any longer to hide

this blog by resetting permission to disallow search engines' indexing.

posted by 10061973 at 12:42 pm no comments:  

tuesday, december 30, 2008

a possible dirtiest trick in the world by K a

r i n

Now that this blog is out of K a r i n's team's reach, Rolf and Alexis have

been visiting my video site instead since Christmas looking at the video I

made in June of myself drawing K a r i n. It has suddenly occurred to me

what their tactic might be -- what they have been instructed to do by the

Hidden Authority directing them to destroy me from behind the scene.

Now that the judge had made her restraining order against me

permanent on the 24th, K is going to sue me for putting a video of my

drawing her on the net in order to get a court order to not only get my

site off the net, but to forbid me from ever drawing her in public or in
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front of others in the future. In this way I'll forever be barred from

proving that I in fact did do the portrait of her which I gave her in June,

and her lie to others -- which was entered in authority's official record --

that I didn't do that portrait but had someone else do it and then claimed

it as my own work can forever triumph over the simple truth, i.e., I did

that piece of portrait and gave it to her. A trick dirty to the extreme.

As I've learned from Christian literature, the most distinguishing

characteristic of the Devil is his love of deception and lies. Karin and her

group certainly figure among Devil's most conspicuous agents on earth.

posted by 10061973 at 1:22 am no comments:  

tuesday, december 23, 2008

I will very likely lose the hearing tomorrow

unfairly

I predict that I will lose the restraining order hearing tomorrow, even

though the restraining order is evidently frivolous. As the main reason of

harassment, K cites my law suit against her, which makes the restraining

order frivolous, really. But signs are there that the authority is very

much incensed about the fact that I dared sue their informant. I have

already noted that the process server CC – the only person in town who

was willing to serve papers for non-lawyers – was cooperating with

authority in law enforcement's investigation of my lawsuits. Because

Karin was able to claim on her restraining order that my paying CC to

serve her the complaint and summons against her constituted

“harassment”, and because the CH-150 form mentions only serving by

mail in answering the plaintiff's restraining order, when I went to CC on

Thursday to ask him to serve Karin my response to her restraining

order, I specifically asked him to serve it by mail. Serving Karin in

person would be too dangerous: she could very well cite that as another

act of harassment and a violation of the restraining order. (Well, that's

what happens when you sue a government informant: her connection

with authority has allowed her to twist even paper-serving into an act of

harassment, even though the law clearly states otherwise.) But CC

insisted on serving in person, saying that he only served in person and

that this was the right way. I became suspicious by Thursday night:

perhaps CC was instructed by authority to serve Karin only in person so

as to give her an opportunity to cite it as a violation of the restraining

order. Remember that the authority must be dying to shield their

informant from lawsuits by her target and that they must be also be bent

on throwing into my file more criminalities and bad characters to get me

deeper into trouble with the law. They definitely want the restraining

order to become permanent. Remember also that the restraining order is

a serious instrument in this framing because it cites me as posing

credible threat of violence against Karin (now even a small lawsuit can

be interpreted as a “threat of violence).

So on Thursday night I left two messages with CC asking him to, please,

serve K by mail, just to be safe. On Friday noon I called up CC again,

and his wife answered the phone, and said to me, after my incessant

entreat, that CC will serve by certified mail. You think that this will

squash the danger definitively. But no. Yesterday when I went to CC

again to pick up the proof of service, he said he had served K my

answer in person, despite my incessant entreat and his wife's promise! I

was almost devastated. CC insisted again that serving in person was the

right way. I can't help but suspect that the authority instructed CC to
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serve my answer in person anyway because this would screw me up in

the hearing. But it's just so unreasonable that a person can consider

being served court papers as an act of harassment. Maybe the judge

wouldn't consider having a server serve a response to restraining order

an act of harassment. How would then the authority try to screw me up

at the hearing? I mean, in my answer I have clearly made the

convincing case that Karin couldn't legitimately base her restraining

order on a lawsuit against her and that her restraining order was without

doubt an act of retaliation and an attempt to discredit my perfectly

legitimate lawsuit against her. Well, there is one frightening possibility:

the authority could have instructed CC to make the false report that I

told him to spy on K or harass her with the opportunity to serve her

papers! The false report would be communicated to the judge by law

enforcement ex-parte and kept a secret from me, so that I wouldn't

have a chance to answer it. In this case, one stone three birds: the

judge will make the restraining order permanent, I would be further

framed into a dangerous sick individual bent on harassing and violently

threatening females, and the judge might even order that I be forbidden

to ever sue Karin and/or serve her papers through a process server

again so that she would be forever shielded from my lawsuits no matter

how legitimate my reason be! The authority is bent on dismissing my suit

against Karin for destroying my drawing because law enforcement has

already incorporated into their profile on me the falsehood that I didn't

do this piece of drawing that I give to her for her birthday, and the suit

might disrupt this falsehood. I have even more misery to look forward to

now that I have filed a suit against an important government informant.

And then, guess what, tomorrow is the hearing, and today I am stuck at

home, unable to go to the court to file the proof of service for the answer

to the restraining order because the Housing Authority is supposed to

come and inspect my room. This might be another problem at the

hearing tomorrow.

I am definitely going to lose tomorrow. The most miserable person in the

world is about to become more miserable and more deeply in trouble

with law enforcement.

posted by 10061973 at 7:20 pm no comments:  

saturday, december 20, 2008

update, puzzles in networking

Due to recent harassment, I changed this blog's URL and then

republished it. The content is unaltered from the original. It's currently

excluded from search engine, but listing on Blogger is still enabled.

So I shall continue to note down the little pieces of unhappiness I

experience each day. Tonight: I was in the coffeehouse having both of

my laptops up and running Wireshark in order to study the traffic of

packets that could be going on between the two laptops. I noticed that

there were packets coming from a third computer to one of my laptop.

Puzzled (I have hardly any expertise yet in networking, barely having

time to study the functions of Wireshark), I looked around to see whose

computer it was that was sending my laptop packets. The place was

empty so it wasn't hard to find out who it was. So I asked him if he was

pinging me. He got so upset that he came to my laptops to accuse me of

trying to go into his computer. How ridiculous, I said, since it was his

computer that sent mine the packets. He's more likely suspected of
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"coming into my computer". He interrogated me as to what this

"Wireshark" was and kept pointing to the field box "decryption mode"

and warning me not to do anything "illegal". How bizarre, I just ignored

him. I don't yet know what "decryption mode" does on Wireshark, and

the business got me so upset that I left the place. This is because: he's a

university student around and very like has seen alerts about me. Likely

also is he to falsely report me to law enforcement per the instructions in

the alert saying I tried to pry into others' computers with this strange

bizarre tool called "Wireshark". Another false report about me as a "h-

cker" and "computer genius" would then settle down at law

enforcement's. Go figure. Law enforcement is not going to care what

"Wireshark" really is nor about the fact that it was his computer that was

communicating with mine, and not mine with his, because they are just

waiting for such false profile of me.

After 2 hours I still couldn't understand what "promiscuous mode" meant.

The packet sniffer captures all traffics among all computers on the same

network, but only those between yours and the destination sites when

the traffics are going outside the network. But when I checked it again in

Starbucks, this wasn't the case. No traffics among computers are

captured, but only those between yours and the router or between yours

and the sites outside the network that you are trying to reach. The only

thing I figured out in the past 3 hours of study was that, apparently, no

one was trying to pry into others' computer. Computers on the same

network in the previous coffeehouse automatically sent each other

packets of quiry, like ARP etc.

posted by 10061973 at 9:29 pm no comments:  

friday, december 12, 2008

harsh revenge on the way

K's battle team has gone to my documentary writings site. Apparently

the link to the folder of the law suit is still active, so I simply deleted the

folder. The suit is now non-existent on the site. And then a bit more of

deletion.

Let me predict another action of the “team”. They are going to report to

law enforcement things about me that have already been reported

before. But this time, the reporting need not be kept in secret, but simply

as part of the package of the restraining order business. In this way, the

reporting in the past, which was kept in secret, can be forever buried in

secret. In this way, law enforcement can continue to have the same

profile of me, while everyone can pretend that everyone's secret

reporting of me in the past had never happened. Those who have

reported me in the past can now deny it forever, while I still maintain the

same profile at law enforcement.

My little 500 Dollar suit has awakened a throng of enemies determined to

bring me down. I, one person, against a 20-people research team, it

seems. I told you, the “Queen” will become very malicious when

someone pokes her a bit because of her domineering personality.

posted by 10061973 at 11:09 pm no comments:  

thursday, december 11, 2008

the order
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Got served K's restraining order this morning by two sheriffs. It's the

first time in my life I am getting something like this. It's a bit strange

that the order was filed on last Friday, and yet I didn't get it until today,

almost a week later. This of course was not a surprise, because it's one

of my predictions in the post of Dec 8. What is surprising is her obviously

deliberate misrepresentation of facts in the one-page statement attached

to the order. Not here to enumerate all, but the most important is her

statement that my lawsuit against her is “frivolous”. So she wrote: “I can

prove to you right here that it is frivolous – he is suing me for the

destruction of a picture that he gave to me as a birthday gift, and he

admits giving it to me in the first sentence of the complaint”. Did she just

miss the whole point of the suit? The “picture” as she calls it is a piece of

art work that I made, and Section 987 prohibits the destruction of art

work even though it has been sold or transferred out of the artist's

possession. The lawsuit is clearly legitimate to the letter. And studying

law for all this time, she couldn't have missed it. Obviously, she's making

this false claim deliberately. As the fact that she's the owner of the

portrait is no defense against my suit and yet she evokes it anyway, it's

possible that she might want to play tricks to get out of the suit: lying,

cheating, misrepresentation of facts. From the statement in the order, it's

evident that she's not going to be straightforward and honest as I am in

my pleading paper. She's going to twist facts around or even falsify

some.

The links to the portrait on posts of 11/9 and 6/24 are restored, then.

As I have made it clear, my purpose in filing the suit against her is to

seek the little bit of payback I can get for the damages she caused me

(here, the artwork, if only that), not to “get her attention” or “be close to

her” or “hurt her” as she claims in her statement. She deliberately

ignores my statement in my last email to her that I am no longer trying

to be close to her and request that she not spread such rumor, and now

she does it.

By the way, I saw the concert event in Coffee Gallery on the message

board of her group's site which was still public at the time. No trick to

"sign up for the group with a fake name" or whatever she means in her

statement.

posted by 10061973 at 12:30 pm no comments:  

more changes

The Queen's team's visits have even spread to the Hostmatrix site, to

the portrait that is in question in the suit. Hmmm.... What does it mean?

A peek into her meetup site has yielded surprise too: she took off her

pictures in her profile. She's embarrassed, upset; she doesn't want

others to see me associated with her and her group in anyway. She

might counter-sue just for this. Very well, the links from the blog to her

portraits and the several screen shots of the meetup site are hereby

deleted. There are a few other changes as well.

In reality, the Queen has nothing to worry about. The few souls who

have stumbled upon the blog posts talking about her in the past several

months – I can count them with one hand, really – have never followed

the link to look at her portrait. She is even welcome to see the visitor log

in order to be sure of that. Nothing to be embarrassed about.
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If, by the way, the pleading paper in the complaint against K doesn't

include the rest of the details found on the posts – she will most likely

point this out in her response, the “crazy details” (or so it seems) – it's

only because in court papers of course I would only write what I am sure

of.

It must also be noted that the portrait incident in June was quite

devastating, such that my posts at the time, of course, sound a bit nuts.

The pleading paper, on the other hand, was written so many months

after the fact, when I had had plenty of time to reflect on everyone's

reaction and had long regained a clear head, to arrive at the best

conclusion.

Even though that's not what the suit is about, let's see if the Queen will

deny her slandering by arguing, "Look, this guy is nuts."

posted by 10061973 at 4:01 am no comments:  

wednesday, december 10, 2008

in the end, it's law

The throng of visits – from Karin and others – continues as of tonight

when I just checked the log. Some even used proxy. Her “team's” effort

in researching this blog is obviously related to the suit against her, either

for responding or counter-suing. The total time the “team” has spent on

the matter has probably already exceeded 100 hours by now, judging

from the time span between the visits.

In comparison with the effort of Karin and her team, mine in filing the

suit was minimum. Almost 20 years ago when I first put in my drawings

for consignment at a gallery in Costa Mesa I had heard of the provision

prohibiting the destruction of art works even after their transfer or sale. I

needed not spending time researching the law. Finally deciding to pursue

the matter, I went to the Law Library on Saturday afternoon (Nov 29),

found the provision on West Law within 30 minutes on the computer

there (with merely the search terms “transfer of art” and “destruction of

art”), and then quickly set up the pleading paper format with the

pleading wizard on it, since the trial version of Word 2007 on my new

laptop didn't seem to have a pleading wizard function. With the format

saved on my flash drive, I spent 1 hours that night, 3 more hours or so

on Sunday, and then another 2 hours on Monday noon to finish up the

pleading paper on my laptop. Another 2 hours on the computer in the

Law Library on Monday afternoon to fill up the forms on

Courtinfo.ca.gov. Thanks to my effort in filing my first complaint in

September, I already knew what forms were needed and needed to do

no more research. Then another 2 hours that night in UCLA Biomedical

Library to redo the forms correctly and make the necessary copies. Filing

the complaint at court the next day, and then giving it to CC to serve.

That's it. Approximately 11 hours in total to prepare the complaint. Then

I was off to attend other matters. In this, at least, I have my victory.

Of course, the “Queen” can rid herself of the nuisance and the needed

effort by just paying the damage. But she's not going to do that. She'll

fight.

While writing up the opposition to demurrer in the case of my first

complaint, I already noticed the similarity between philosophy and law.

No wonder that many of the graduates of philosophy went into law school
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afterwards when I was studying philosophy. Both demand the same kind

of analytic thinking, at least within the Anglophonic world where the

analytic tradition dominates the field of philosophy. But the difference is

greater, for a philosopher cares only about truth, while a lawyer cares

only about what he or she can convince the judge or jury of within an

arbitrary framework of procedures which he or she also manipulates in

order to suppress the truth the other side may bring up. Truth is the

least of concerns for a lawyer. This is why I have always looked down on

law, and went into continental philosophy instead, and then into the

classical, and moved the furthest away possible from law. In classical

times, philosophy is about the salvation of the soul afterlife, a religious

thing. But now, in this life, studying law would be far more practical. Only

now do I realize the importance of law. It's your only defense before

your departure to the oblivion.

By the way, the last names that were eliminated were really only two:

the “Queen's” and Kara's. Kara, whom I have never met, is unrelated to

this matter. The last names of the two persons (except once in a post in

June) were entered only in the label sections.

posted by 10061973 at 8:06 pm no comments:  

monday, december 8, 2008

Changes

The only photo on this blog -- along with the post -- has been deleted. All

last names have also been deleted from this blog. So are all references

to any lawsuits on the documentary writing site.

posted by 10061973 at 2:02 am no comments:  

how to use my blog against me

Quite a surprise during a routine check on my sites hourse ago.

The fortune that Karin has is that she has a lot of friends, a lot of

helpers. The misfortune she has is that she has low tolerance. She's

easily annoyed and angered. She is taking this little 500 dollar lawsuit

against her quite seriously. Her anger in being served must have shot

through the roof, given her personality, as noted: her desire to always

be the winner and on top. Since Dec 4, the day after she got served the

papers, she and a ton of people from her meetup have been ferociously

searching through this blog, and a little bit through my recent document

and writing site. Visits all day for 4 days, whereas ordinarily there might

just be a stray visit once a week. The effort she has spent on this is

stunning, given her (easily surmisable) annoyance to the extreme that

she has had to read my words for once. But it is Ala who has put in the

most effort in searching through my blog. After many months of

distancing, Ala came to her help with such an effort. What are they

attempting to find? That's simple: they are looking for evidence within

my own words that I am a nuthead. It's certain that Karin will deny

everything I said in my pleading paper – her and other meetup

members' contact with law enforcement or whatever government

agencies regarding me, and the rumoring and slandering behind my

back – except, I imagine, the fact that she has destroyed my artwork.

This, even though she knows something like what I described has

happened.

She will most likely present the older portions of this blog – those from
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July, June, and before – in her response, since the posts from that time

sound the craziest. It's Ala who has done most of the research through

these portions, it seems. By themselves, out of context, without the

background information, of course, they do sound like crazy rambling.

Karin will then argue, “Look at these journal entries. This guy is

completely nuts. The slandering and reporting that he alleges – cannot

be true.” Denial. But how does any of that change the fact that she has

destroyed my artwork, which, really, is the only fact that matters in the

end?

Perhaps she'll counter-sue me for slandering instead (for accusing her of

slandering me and informing on me). Or perhaps she's only going to

furnish these to the judge and law enforcement (again! Or perhaps

pretending she has never been in contact with them and this is the first

time) separately from this suit as ground for issuing me a restraining

order. Or an order for me to take my writing off the net. Or, the worst,

an order to involuntarily commit me (but that will be a bit of a stretch?).

We'll see.

In any case, their visits cannot be good news. As noted, the “queen”

does not allow another to seek payback (justice) with her after she has

screwed him. The revenge coming toward me will be harsh. And, without

doubt, it's the “helpers behind the scene” who directed Ala to go to my

blog from my old website.

posted by 10061973 at 1:14 am no comments:  

friday, december 5, 2008

another lawsuit for law enforcement to

investigate

Believe it or not, I actually brought a civil suit against Karin herself this

week for destroying my drawing (the portrait I made of her which was in

her possession), per California Civil Code Section 987. This is my second

lawsuit in my whole life.

Unfortunately, I had to ask the same old server CC to serve my papers

on Karin. It's just too hard to find a server willing to help me. It's not a

good idea to have more than an ephemeral association with people. That

gives Homeland Security's clandestine team a chance to recruit them as

snitches to make false reports about me in an effort to frame me. Both

Homeland Security and the Agency would take this suit against Karin

even more seriously, because they must have high regard for Karin as

an operative insofar as her operation against me (“reinventing

Lawrence”) has been so successful. They may even permanently recruit

her and be preparing future assignments for her.

Given this, both the Department and the Agency, on the hidden level of

reality, must want to do something to destroy my lawsuit against Karin

their top-level asset. Law enforcement, on the ostensible level of reality,

will now have another tiny lawsuit to investigate in their effort to defend

their informant. When I handed my complaint to the CC server for

service on Tuesday afternoon (Dec 2), I am almost certain that he

contacted the law enforcement afterwards in his cooperation with the

latter, and the latter would then warn Karin that same night that a

service was coming, so that, when CC delivered the papers to Karin in

her home Wednesday morning, Karin would have already known about it

and would not be surprised. All this is on the ostensible level of reality.
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Homeland Security's clandestine team would probably want to pull

another trick to frame me in an attempt to obstruct my lawsuit on the

hidden level of reality. It's very suspicious to me that when I arrived at

CC's place on Tuesday afternoon, CC was just about to leave and told

me that the only woman present there would take care of my business.

Now, usually there were Jessica and another girl working there, but this

time only this woman was there. Since she signed her name BC (with the

same last name as CC) on the proof of service I was also to pick up that

afternoon, I assumed she was CC's wife. So BC prepared the proof of

service for me, and took the complaint against Karin. Then I left. But

afterwards I thought that it would be in keeping with Homeland Security's

tactic to have instructed CC to leave his wife alone in the office with me

and then instructed BC to make a false report against me to the law

enforcement officers that would come afterwards to investigate my new

lawsuit, a damaging false report saying, for sure, that I s-xually

harassed BC or something like that, in accordance with law

enforcement's false profile of me as a s-x maniac. It wouldn't matter if I

have straightforward evidence showing that for the whole time I was

there I just sat there quietly waiting for BC to prepare my proof of

service and to pick up my new complaint, for law enforcement already

had Wes' false report around Sept 4 that I could forge any sort of

evidence to discount the false reports. It of course also wouldn't matter

that, after all my rambling about people's making false reports about me

to law enforcement, it simply makes no sense that I would continue to

make inappropriate statements to people for them to report on me, for

common-sense is also not part of this law enforcement's “investigation”

of me. The goal of this “operation” was of course to make me look wildly

pernicious beyond belief to the judge, so that he or she would not take

my suit seriously. But I don't care. I just stand by God's side and always

tell the truth, despite the fact that every single person I have run into

has had to make a pact with the devil to lie and deceive and play dirty

tricks on me.

Although the suit I brought against Karin asks merely 500 Dollar or so in

total, Karin's personality – “I am the queen, and I can screw whoever I

want, but nobody had better come look for pay-back with me” -- is such

that she is not going to simply admit her obvious wrong-doing and pay

the money to get rid of the nuisance quickly. In addition to Homeland

Security's effort, she herself is going to fight, because she never admits

defeat; she wants everything her way, she wants to dominate, to always

be the winner, whether she's in the right or in the wrong. But the case is

black and white: she admitted destroying my drawing, and the law

prohibits that. How is she going to get around the suit, then? The only

way I can think of is to argue that I filed suit against her only intending

to harass her, and to counter-sue me for “abuse of process” or

something like that. This would be in keeping with Homeland Security's

possible effort to make me look as pernicious as possible to the court in

order to obstruct my search for justice. I predict, then, that Karin is

going to find ways to use my prior uninvited showings in her meetup as

“evidence” for an “intention to harass”. She will get her law enforcement

support in doing this.

It's funny. Just as I came to Zeli's around 6 PM today to write this blog, I

saw Ala sitting inside. I thought he was supposed to be in Antarctica, and

as I was thinking whether to avoid him, he saw me. So I went up to ask

him why he was here, and he said he just returned. I asked him what he

had heard about me lately, and he said “everything you have been up

to”. What does that mean? So I asked him, “so have you heard I filed a
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lawsuit against Karin?” and he said, “that too.” For once, he was not

keeping rumors about me a secret from me. But why? It's a bad sign.

It's a tactic. Who knows what he would rumor about me afterwards to

law enforcement. Well, all I can do is stand by God's side and do His

Works, even if the entire planet would get on the Devil's side and be

against me.

Even those at the Mexican restaurant that I frequent start the same false

rumoring that others in contact with me have been instructed to effect

before I cut off contacts with them. Now that I have virtually no

socialization with anyone, the Department has resorted to using these

insignificant people to make false rumors about me in order to continue

building up the false profile about me (to “talk about me into a different

creature”). The Ethiopian co-owner at the restaurant told me the other

day, “so you are a genius on the computer.” That same falsehood again.

He was instructed to make this false statement. I only wish it were true,

so I don't have to struggle everyday with not having control over my

new laptop when it starts behaving wildly and I have no idea whether it's

“natural” or due to Homeland Security's remote control of it.

posted by 10061973 at 7:58 pm no comments:  
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